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Integrity FAQ

Integrity:
What is Integrity?
Integrity is the act of behaving honourably, even when no one is watching. People
with integrity follow moral and ethical principles in all aspects of life. Integrity should
extend to professional areas at work such as decision making, interacting with
colleagues, and serving customers.
Employers who are committed to hiring employees with integrity are better
equipped to provide high-quality service and maintain a positive reputation. When
employees have integrity, their managers can trust their team is working diligently.

What does integrity mean in the workplace?
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In a workplace setting, acting with integrity means demonstrating your core
values in all efforts. Here are a few behaviours that demonstrate integrity:
^ Being dependable and following through on commitments
^ Being open and honest when communicating with others
^ Holding yourself accountable and owning up to your shortcomings
It is important that employees exercise integrity regardless of their department
or career level. Integrity is critical in leadership positions where people can set
examples for others. By incorporating strong values into your behaviour, you
can help encourage other employees to do the same.

How to display integrity in the workplace
Whether you are working on projects or in the offices, your commitment to integrity
will impact the workplace. Acting with integrity not only helps show the company /
manager / Supervisor, you are capable of handling responsibilities that can advance
your career, it also helps foster a positive company culture.

Show up ready to work

Practice accountability

Arrive at your workplace on time
and ready to complete tasks. If
you have a conflict or a personal
emergency, be sure to let a
manager know immediately.

It is important you admit your wrongdoings and hold yourself responsible for
mistakes even when no one else is
watching.

Set a positive example
Whether you are in a leadership
position or not, it is vital to set a
good example for the people
around you. If you demonstrate
positive behaviour, others will be
more encouraged to do the same.
Be respectful during conflict
Having integrity means you stand
up for your ideas or opinions, but it
also means you avoid speaking
negatively of others or using
unprofessional language. When you
disagree with someone, take time
to consider their point of view and
respond respectfully.

Follow and administer company policies
Company policies are developed to
keep employees safe, foster professionalism and promote efficiency. Take time
to understand these rules and follow
them.
Improve your work ethic
Take the time to ensure your work is
done well and completed on or before
the due date. Strive to be productive
during working hours and meet each
task or assignment with enthusiasm and
motivation.
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Respect property
Treat company property and your
Fellow Colleagues’ belongings with
care. Avoid using Company property for
personal use and be sure to return it in
the condition it was found.

Conflict of Interest:
What is conflict of interest?
A conflict of interest is a situation in which
employees and/or family and friends can
unfairly derive personal benefit from actions
or decisions made in their official capacity.
Actual conflicts arise in situations where
financial or other personal or professional
considerations compromise individuals’
objectivity, judgment, integrity, and/or
ability to fulfil their legitimate responsibilities
to the organisation.
A conflict of interest occurs when an individual’s
personal interests – family, friendships, financial,
or social factors – could compromise his or her
judgment, decisions, or actions in the workplace.
Conflicts of interest are a clash that most often
occurs between requirements and interests.
Various types of conflicts of interest can
occur because of the nature of relationships
versus rules of organisations or the country’s
laws. People can easily become biased (have
an unfair preference) because of small things
like friendship, food, or flattery, or they may be
influenced to make a decision because of the
potential to gain power, prestige, or money.
Conflicts can occur when an individual makes
or influences a decision and does so for some
personal gain that may be unfair, unethical,
or even illegal. The important part is what you
do in each of those situations.
Do you allow your family, friendship, financial,
or inside knowledge to affect your actions? If
you do, you could be violating company policy
or governmental laws.
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What could be considered a conflict of interest?
Below are some examples considered to be conflicts of interest or potential
conflict of interests:
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^

Employees owning shares of a competitor’s stock
Employees serving on the board of competitors
Relationships with customers or potential customers (private and public sector)
Employees hiring and/or managing friends and family
Employees or their family members/friends providing goods or services to the
company
Employees using connections obtained through the company for their own
private purposes
Employees using company equipment or means to support an external business
Employees engaging in activities that will bring direct or indirect profit
to a competitor
Employees acting in ways that may compromise the company’s legality
Secondary employment
Selling goods or services to other employees

How do I report a potential / actual conflict
of interest?
All employees/consultants are to complete the Conflict of Interest Form –
Appendix A - ARXCPL-GEN-002-1-FRM-R00 upon commencement of
employment and thereafter on an annual basis.
Transparency (being completely open and frank) becomes important when
dealing with both actual and potentially perceived conflicts of interest.
Perception happens when an individual observes something (behaviour or
activity) and comes to a conclusion. Perceiving a conflict of interest does not
make it a conflict of interest. The true test of verifying whether a matter is just a
potentially perceived conflict of interest, or an actual conflict of interest,
is disclosure.
When it comes to conflicts of interest, appearance is as important as reality.
This is why disclosing conflicts of interest is important. Disclosure is typically a
more formal and documented process that most organisations have adopted
in policy to address conflicts of interest. The disclosure process is intended to
help the work force be transparent and accountable for (explain or justify)
their actions and decisions.

Disclosure of a potential conflict of interest
does not make it an actual conflict but may
help eliminate the perception. On the other
hand, disclosure of an actual conflict of
interest does not remove the conflict but
helps get it in the open to be properly
addressed. It is important to disclose both
potentially perceived and actual conflicts
of interest to allow others to evaluate the
matter and make the decision, rather than
keep it to oneself and then create an ethical or legal situation. The individual cannot
make the determination as to whether it is a
conflict or not because he or she does not
have an independent or objective
point of view.
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Avenues for reporting are as follows:
Can I report anonymously?
Yes, Aurex Constructors have appointed Whistle Blowers as an independent
company to receive and attend to all ethical reports. Whistle Blowers does
not disclose the identity of a reporter. Reporting is confidential. You are protected.

Reporting integrity violations - duty to report
We all have an important duty and responsibility to report in good faith any known
or suspected violation of our code and its underlying policies and standard
operating procedures, as well as any violation of applicable laws, rules or
regulations or any observed instances of misconduct or pressure to compromise
our ethical standards.
Subject to local laws, failure to report may lead to disciplinary measures, including
dismissal.

Do I have an obligation to report instances
of integrity violations?
Yes, you do. Aurex Constructors staff have an obligation to ensure the integrity
of Aurex operations within their respective areas of responsibility and are
specifically required to report allegations of integrity violations to Integrity
Officer / Integrity Director / HR business partner / HR Director /Operations
managers /Operations Directors / CEO.
Aurex staff also have the obligation to cooperate fully with screenings or
investigations, when requested by the Integrity Officer to do so. The complainant should have reasonable grounds to believe that his/her allegation
is credible.
Individual Aurex staff members should not investigate suspected fraud or
corruption, except if specifically requested to do so by the Integrity Officer.
In rare cases where rapid follow-up actions may be needed to prevent
the imminent loss of Aurex resources or to protect the safety of Aurex
personnel, Aurex staff may address these issues explicitly with the relevant
external agencies after clearance from their head of department or office,
Integrity Officer, and, where law enforcement agencies are involved.
Any discussion with a given entity should, however, be limited to specific
operations.
Furthermore, the head of department or office should advise
The Integrity Officer, and standard Aurex operating procedures should be
applied at the earliest possible time.
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What should I report?
You should report any observed or suspected violation of this policy.
All Aurex related activity is subject to the anti-corruption policy. Therefore, any
person or entity that is associated with any Aurex related activity must abide by said policy.
This may involve Aurex staff, contractors, consultants, and third parties, who may be individuals
or entities (i.e., firms, joint ventures, or anyother structure).
In addition, you are strongly encouraged to report any observed misconduct on the part of
Aurex staff.

Where the indicator is frequent, persistent, large and/or obvious, there is
more likelihood of a credible suspicion of misconduct, or fraudulent or corrupt
practices.
To report allegations, please provide as much information and detail as
possible, including who, what, when, where, why, and how.
ASK YOURSELF:
^ Who committed the corruption or fraud? Who else was implicated?
^ Who else might have been involved?
^ What happened? Describe the events fully and using as much relevant detail
as possible.
^ When did it happen? Provide dates, time, and frequency.
^ Where did it happen? Include not only the city and country but also, if possible,
an actual address, the name of the building, the office number.
^ How does your allegation relate to Aurex business? Was an Aurex staff member
involved?
Please include any documents, photographs, or other physical evidence of the alleged
fraud or corruption with your report.

How do I report allegations of integrity
violations?
1. Make an anonymous call to the toll-free number: 0800 212 368.
2. Or send an email to: aurex@whistleblowing.co.za. Your identity will be
protected.
3. Download the Whistle Blowers app from Google Play or the Apple App
store.
4. Use the online form on www.whistleblowing.co.za.
5. Post a letter to Freepost KZN665 Musgrave,SouthAfrica,4062
(from within South Africa) or to POBox51006 Musgrave,SouthAfrica,
4062 (if international).
6. Send a fax to: 0800 212689 (from within South Africa) or on +27 31
312 8825 (if international).
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What happens if someone deliberately files a
false allegation?
Aurex can impose disciplinary measures and/or sanctions on anyone who
knowingly reports false, frivolous, or misleading information, as this constitutes
misconduct. This may unfairly damage the reputation of innocent parties. More
over, spreading such information to third parties may damage Aurex’s reputation
or relationships with stakeholders, and expose the victims to possible harm or
harassment.
An allegation alone is not sufficient to determine that the anti-corruption policy
was violated, or misconduct had occurred. The company Integrity Officer will
investigate to ensure that there is evidence to support the above before any
disciplinary procedures and/or sanctions are imposed. Each allegation will be
investigated before it can be used as a basis for imposing disciplinary procedures
or sanctions.
As the investigation is kept strictly confidential, the subject of the
allegation is unlikely to be adversely affected while a conclusion is yet to be
reached. If the allegation is found to be not credible or not verifiable, the case
is closed with no other parties being informed.

Gifts:
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Gifts and Hospitality – can I accept gifts from
suppliers / 3rd parties?
Employees shall neither give nor accept benefits that constitute, or could
reasonably be perceived as constituting, unfair business practices that would
violate country laws and regulations or would cause embarrassment or reflect
negatively on the company’s reputation. An employee may not use personal
funds or resources to do something that cannot be done with company resources.

What gifts and hospitality are prohibited or
acceptable?
Prohibited
^
^
^
^

Cash
Gift vouchers, unless within a pre-approved program
Frequent gifts to the same individual
Alcoholic beverages

Acceptable
^ Flowers, fruit baskets and other modest presents that commemorate a
special occasion
^ Gifts of nominal value
^ Company branded promotional items, such as calendars, pens, mugs,
caps, and clothing

What principles should be applied with gifts
and hospitalities?
Principles
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^ Benefits must comply with applicable laws, regulations
^ Benefits must not be given or received, directly or indirectly, in exchange for any
improper advantage or expectation that a business relationship will be unjustly
influenced
^ Benefits must be: (i) reasonable in value; (ii) appropriate to the occasion; and (iii)
appropriate to the position and management levels of the provider and of the
recipient
^ Benefits must be given or received in an honest and transparent manner and
must be auditable
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Bribery:
What is bribery defined as?
Bribery is the act of giving money, goods, or other forms of compensation to a recipient
in exchange for an alteration of their behaviour (to the benefit/interest of the giver) that
the recipient would otherwise not alter.
Examples – paying for jobs, buying coldrinks and chocolates to smooth over a process
with a customer at the badging office.

What are facilitation payments?
A facilitation payment is a small bribe known as a ‘grease payment’ or a ‘speed
payment’ typically solicited to facilitate or expedite the performance of a routine
transaction or service to which the person or company making the payment is legally
entitled to receive.

What is the difference between bribery and
facilitation payments?
Facilitation payments are different from bribes in that they’re offered or solicited in return
for a service a person or a company is entitled to receive. In contrast, bribes are offered
in return for undue and illegal advantage.

What is an example of a facilitating payment?
A facilitation payment can take many shapes and forms, such as cash, gifts, vouchers,
tickets, etc. and are typically solicited in everyday transactions. Common examples are
facilitation payments demanded at border crossings, where officials will hold up a
company’s cargo from entering a market until they receive payment.

